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September 17, 2009

Los Angeles City Council
City HaII Office
200 N. Spring Street, Room 360
Los Angeles, CA 90012

RE: Item No. (10) - 07-3491, 07-3492 (Sep 22. 2009 Council Agenda)

Dear Council Members:

On behalf ofThe Humane Society of the United States, the nation's largest animal protection

organization, and our nearly 62,172 members and supporters in the greater Los Angeles area, I

am writing to you in support Los Angeles' proposed ordinance restricting rooster ownership

within city limits. We urge you to support the proposal to limit the number of roosters owned

per person, as both a humane issue and one of community safety.

As you may be aware, cockfighting is a huge problem nationwide, and particularly in California,

where the anti-cockfighting laws remain weaker than those of most other states. The current

misdemeanor penalties, coupled with the large immigrant population from countries where

cockfighting is legal, have made California a virtual magnet for illegal cockfighting.

Limiting the number of roosters owned by individuals would be a significant blow to cockfighting

in Los Angeles, because, quite franky, other than commericial breeding operations, there is no

legitimate reason for any single person to own a large number of roosters. To our knowledge, no

such legitimate commercial breeding operations exist in Los Angeles, outside of cockfighting

operations. An ordinance limiting rooster ownership would allow animal control officers to seize

roosters allegedly being bred for fighting, thereby shutting down potential cockfighting

operations.

Humane organizations and the majority of the public oppose cockfighting because it is a cruel

blood "sport," based on bloodlust and gambling, with no socially-redeeming value. Cockfighters

strap razor-sharp knives or "gaffs" to the legs ofthe birds, place them into an enclosed pit, and

throw down bets on which bird will die first. The loser of the match may die from punctured

lungs or blood loss from slashed arteries. Even the fight's "winner" often dies from painful

injuries.
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Law enforcement agencies also oppose cockfighting because of its associated, dangerous elements: illegal

firearms, illicit drugs, gambling and violence against other people. In fact, just this week, federal agents busted an

alleged Mexican drug cartel operation based in the town ofTulare (north of Los Angeles) in which cockfighting

birds and weapons were uncovered alongside millions of dollars worth of illegal drugs. Additionally, in the past

four years, homicides at cockfights have been continuously reported throughout the state, including in Tulare, San

Diego and San Bernardino Counties, as well as the city of Sacramento. I have enclosed a fact sheet documenting

media reports of the various crimes associated with cockfighting for your edification on the social ills that

cockfighting operations generate.

Although California's state cockfighting law remains weak, the U.S. Congress deems it a serious enough issue to
have passed a federal law making animal fighting a felony offense. In this light, it is all the more appropriate that
local governments to follow suit in cracking down on illegal cockfighting-and we believe an ordinance prohibiting
the ownership of more than three roosters is a significant step in this direction.

Aside from the very significant cockfighting issue, limiting the number of roosters allowed within city limits is a

commonsense measure, simply as a matter of maintaining a peaceful living environment for residents. In areas

where there are no limits on the number of roosters, animal control agencies often receive complaints about

excessive crowing at all hours of the day and night, including early morning hours, from people living nearby

properties on which many roosters are contained. However, without an ordinance limiting rooster ownership, the

hands of law enforcement officers are tied. This diminishd the quality of life for those living nearby properties with

large numbers of roosters.

It is for these reasons that The Humane Society of the United States strongly supports the proposed ordinance

limiting the number of roosters. We hope that you will vote in favor of passing the ordinance, for both animal and

community welfare.

Thank you for your attention to this issue, and I encourage you to contact me any time at

jfearing@humanesociety.org or 916-992-3667 should you have questions about this or any other animal welfare

issue.

Sincerely,

Jennifer Fearing

California Senior State Director


